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Abstract: The theq of variational inequalities, besides being elegant and synthetic, also provides a unified general 
framework for applying the numerical methods for solving many unrelated free boundary value problems. In this 
paper, we describe numerical experience on the use of variational inequalities and PadC approximants to obtain 
approximate solutions to a class of unilateral boundary value problems of elasticity, like those describing the 
equilibrium configuration of an elastic beam stretched over an elastic obstacle. In the case of a known obstacle, these 
problems can be alternatively formulated as nonlinear boundary value problems without constraints for which the 
technique of Pade approximants can be successfully employed. The variational inequality formulation is used to 
discuss the problem of uniqueness and existence of the solution. 
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1. Introduction 
Variational inequalities not only have stimulated new and #<eep results dealing with .nonlinear 
problems, but also have been used in a large variety of problems arising in elasticity, mechanics, 
optimization and control, fluid flow through porous media etc. This paper is concerned with the 
development of a penalty formulation of a class of unilater xl problems in elasticity and with their 
use as a basis of PadC approximants method for the numerical solution of problems of this type. 
It has been shown by Oden and Kikuchi [6] and Westbrook [17] that the problem of equilibrium 
of linearly elastic bodies in contact with a rigid frictionless foundation can be characterized by a 
class of variational inequalities. In a variational inequality formulation, the location of the free 
boundary (contact area) becomes an intrinsic part of the solution and no special devices are 
needed to locate it. Using the technique of Lewy and Stampacchia [4], we can formulate these 
problem as a system of nonlinear boundary value problems without constraints for which the 
technique of Pad6 approximants is applied. Our results indicate that our methods of orders 2 and 
4 are much better than the previous methods of Usmani [13,14]. 
For the purpose of some numerical experience, we consider the simple example of an elastic 
beam lying over an elastic obstacle. The formulation and the approximation of the elastic beam 
is %rery simple; however, it shop ‘de be pointed out that the kind of numerical problems which 
occur for more complicated systems will be the same. Our approach to these problems is to 
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w&&r them in a general manner and to specify them later on. In Section 2, we consider the 
variational inequality formulation and discuss the use of the penalty function. This penalty 
function helps us to characterize the variational inequality in terms of nonlinear boundary value 
pro&m without constraint. In Section 3 and 4, the development and convergence of the 
numerical method are considered. Section 5 is devoted to the application of the numerical 
method for solving the problem of an elastic beam lying over an elastic obstacle. 
2 A variational inequality formuIation 
Let H be a real Hilbert space with its dual H’, and M, a closed convex subset of H. The 
pairing between f E H’ and u E H is denoted by (f, u). Let a( u, u) be a coercive continuous 
bilinear form on H, that is, there exist constants a > 0, /3 > 0 such that 
a(u, u)>,aIlull * for all VE H 
and 
a(u, vj<fiIIull Ilull forall ui UEH. 
In particular, it follows that a < /9. If f is a linear continuous functional on H, then it is well 
known (see Noor [S]) that there exists a unique solution u E M of the variational inequality 
problem. 
a(u, v-u)a(f, v-u> forall VEM. 0) 
Moreover, if the bilinear form a( u, u) is symmetric, then (1) is eqtu talent to finding the 
minimum of the functional I[u] on the convex set M, where 
I[v] =a(v, v)-2(f, u). 
&mark. The variational &quality (1) characterizes the Signorini problem in elastostatics. If G 
is an open domain in n with smooth boundary X8, representing the elastic beam subjected to 
the external forces; and if part of the boundary inay come into contact with a rigid foundation, 
then inequality (1) is simply a statement of the principle of virtual work for an elastic beam. The 
strain energy of the elastic beam corresponding to an admissible displacement u is a( u, v). Thus 
a@, u) is the work produced by the stresses through strains caused by the virtual displacement 
u- u- The linear continuous functional f represents the work done by the external forces. 
In order to find the approximate solution of variational inequality (1) by the PadC approxi- 
man& we must have equations instead of inequalities. Following the idea of Lewy and 
Stampacchia [4], the variational inequality (1) can be written as follows: 
44 4 + (v(u - $)(u - $4, 0) = (f, vi9 
for all v E I-r’, where v(s) is the discontinuous function defined by 
v(t) = 
{ 
4, for t >, i), 
0, for t<O, 
is known as the penalty function and # < 0 din W is an elastic 
penalty techniques, see Oden and Kikuchi [6]. 
(2) 
obstacle. For other type of 
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3. Numerical methods 
In order to solve (2),. by the PadC approximants, we first consider the problem of an elastic 
beam which satisfies the linear two-point boundary value problem 
Dw’“(x) + kw = q (3) 
with boundary conditions 
w(f$)=O, W”(f+r)=o. 
Here D is the flexural rigidity of the beam, k is the spring constant of the elastic foundation and 
4 is the uniform load apphed to the surface of the elastic beam. For the mathematical 
formulation of (3), see [7,9]. The analytical solutions of such problems cannot be determined. In 
order to find the approximate solution of the system (3), w apply the numerical methods. Various 
authors, including Fox [3], Babuska [2], Varga [16], and Usmani [12,13,14], have used finite 
difference methods to solve this system, while Usmani and Warsi [15], and Papamichael and 
Wordey [8] adopted the smooth spline techniques. See also [l], for the use of thz iterative 
methods. We, in this paper, use the multi-derivative methods based on Pade approximants, 
similar to those developed by Twizell and Tirmizi [ll] to find the approximate solution of this 
system. 
For our purpose, it is enough to consider the following system. 
y’“(x) = x”y(x) + g with 
Ytx,) ‘YO, Y(x,+,) =YN+l, 
Y”(XO) =Y;’ and Y”fxN+I) =Y;+i 
(4 
where X and g are constants. The analytical solution of (4) can easily be shown to be 
y(x) = C, exx + C, e-‘” + C3 eihx + C, eeixx + R, (5) 
where Ci, C2, C3 and C, are constants to be determined by boundary conditions given in (4) and 
R is the particular integral. 
Suppose that x is incremented using a step size h. The solution of (5) will be computed at the 
N points xi = ih, i = l(l)N. Thus a set of ( x, ) defined by 
%I =a+nh, h=(b-a)/(N+l), n=O(l)N+l 
is introduced, where x0 = a and ++i = b. 
It is easy to show that y(x) of (5) satisfies the recurrence relation 
y(x - 2h) - Ly(x - h) + My(x) - Ly(x + h) + y(x + 2h) = S 6) 
where 
L = exp(Xh) + exp( -Ah) + exp(iXh) + exp( -Ah), 
M = 2 + [exp(Xh) + exp( -Ah)] [exp(ihh) + exp( -Ah)], 
s = -(2L-M-2)R. 
It is remarked that Twizell and Tirmizi [ll] were able to find the above recurrence relation with 
S = 0, which resulted from homogeneous test equation (4) with g = 0. 
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sing the above relation, the numerical methods based on the Pad& approximants will 
determine the solution _v, = y( x,,~) implicitly at the points x,, m = 1, 2,. . . , N. The accuracy of 
the computed solutions will depend on the approximations to the exponential terms in L, M and 
S. We apply (m, k) Pad6 approximant (to the exponential terms) of the form 
exp(8)=R,,k(9)=(Q,(8))-‘=P,(8)+O(h”’+””), 
where PA, Q, are polynomials of degrees k and m respectively, and 6 is a scalar. Use of such 
approximants in (6) will remove the imaginary terms after clearing all denominators. The 
consistency of the method will be guaranteed if m + k > 1. 
From (6) we develop two implicit algorithms based on the (1,2) and (2, 3) PadC approximants 
of order 2 and 4 respectively, giving the scheme at n = 2(l) N - 1 and thus N - 2 equations of 
the N unknowns yr, y*,..., yN. The schemes at the boundaries, that is, at n = 1 and N, are 
developed by using methods of undetermined coefficients as did Usmani [13] and Twizell and 
Tirmizi [ll]. We obtain their local truncation error by using the Taylor series expansion to yn+l 
about y and collecting the term from both sides of the developed schemes, and rearranging 
thOSe. 
Method I. (1, 2) Pad& approximant 
e* = (1 + $9 + #*)/(l - $6). 
Ayn_2-Byn-1+Cyn-By,+l+Ayn+2=S1, n=2(1)N-l 
where 
A=&%, B=4+‘4A4h4 
81 9 
C=6 - $$X4h4 and Sl = - RX4h4, 
Local error = - 
h6y’\“‘( x) + h*y’““‘( x) 
18 
80 l 
The schemes at the boundaries are 
-2yo+ JY, -4Y2 +Y3 - h4[ - &YA4) +Yy)] + h*y,” - &h6y(“)([,) = 0, n = 1; 
Yn-2 - 4yjv__1+ 5Y, - 2Y,+, - h4[ .Y?) - &YCLl 
+h*Y;+, - sh’y(“)(&) = 0, n = N. 
Method 2. (2, 3) Pad& approximant 
ee 2: (1 + $6 + $I’+ &#I”)/(1 - $9 + +j@*), 
AYtz-2 -By,,_,+Cy,-By,,+,+Ay,,,=Sl, n=z(l)N-1 
where 
A=l+ 
hgX8 
&jh4h4+ Im, B=4+=h4A4+ 1875 &h8X8 
C=6 - gh4h4 + &&h8A8 and Sl = -RX4h4(1 - &X4h4). 
Local error = 
h8y’v”” ( x) 
14i1 h’Oy’x’( x)_ 
1800 - 15120000 
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The schemes at the boundaries are 
- 2yo + 5y, 
h4 
- 4y, + Y3 + h2Yi’ - 360 - (28~;~) + 245 yi4’ + 56~;~’ +yj"' ) 
+ &h*y(*)(&) = 0, n = 1; 
yN_2 - 4y,_, + 5y,_,y,,, + h2v;+I - -$j(y$!2 + 56y$:, + 245yi?+y%d 
241h* 
+ 60480 y@‘( 6,) = 0, Pl = At 
In the above methods yA4) = h4r,, + g and a < & c x3; x~_~ < & < b. 
4. Convergence 
We now consider the convergence of Method 1 based on the (1,2) Bade approximant. To do 
so, we define the discretization error e, = y, - z,, where z, is a numerical approximation to yn 
obtained by neglecting the truncation error in (7). Let Y = (u,), 2 = (z,), C = (c,,), T = (r,) and 
E = (e,) be N-dimensional vectors. We also define 11 E 11 = max, 1 e, I, where 11 l 11 represents the 
oo-norm of a matrix vector. Using these notations, we can rewrite equation (7) in matrix form as 
follows: 
MY= C+ T, 
MZ= C, 
ME= T, 
where A4 is a quindiagonal matrix of order N and 
M=A+h4BD. 
Here A = ( aij) is a five band matrix of order N with 
aij= -4, 
1, 6, 051
Ii-j1 =l, 
81 i=j=2, l, Ii- 1 0 =2, > ; 0 3N, ,..., N- 1, 
14 51 14 1 
1 
1 14 51 14 1 
. B= --= . 
1 1-i 51 14 
and D = diag( d,) = X4. 
1 14 51 14 0 0 81I 
(9 ) a 
(W 
(9 ) C 
(10) 
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It is known, see Usmani [13] that matrix A is a monotone matrix and that 
11 A-‘11 < [5(b - a)‘h+/3]/384 (11) 
where #4 = [(b - a)2 + 0.8 h’]. Our main purpose here is to derive a bound on E. For this, we 
need the following: 
LewaAPJf WisamatrixoforderNand IlWll ~1, then (I+ W)-‘existsand ll(I+ W)-‘ll 
( l/(1 - II w ID- 
Rewriting (SC), we obtain 
E=M-‘T=(A+h’BD)-‘T=(I+h4A-‘BD)-‘A-’T, 
II E II G II A-’ II II T II 
1 - h4 II A-’ II Ii B II II D II 
(12) 
provided h4/A-’ II IIBII IIDll < 1. 
From (7) it follows that 
II T II <&h6M, whereM6=maxIy(6)(x)I. (13) 
It is obvious that IlBjl~l and D=&xJd,J =O, = X4. Using all the above results, the 
inequality (12) gives 
II E IJ 4 0.819h2( b - a)2j?M6[384-:fiD,,,(b-a)2]-1=O(h2) 
which shows that (7) is a second-order convergent method. In a similar manner we can show that 
the scheme (8) based on the (2,3) Pad6 approximant is a fourth-order convergent process, see 
TwizelI and Tinnizi [llj and Tirmizi [lo] for further details. 
5. The elastic ‘bun as an example 
As an example, we apply the Pad6 approximant developed in Section 3 in solving numerically 
the following nonlinear equation, which has been written after using the idea of Lewy and 
Stampacchia [4j. 
ui~+Y(W-~)(z4-~)=o, -lCx<l, (14a) 
u(-l)=O, u(l)=O, u”(-l)= -& and u”(l)= -&, (14b) 
where # is the elastic obstacle given by 
Equation (14) describes the equilibrium configuration of an elastic beam, pulled at the ends and 
lying over an elastic obstacle of constant height 4. 
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Since the obstacle function # is known, it is possible to find the exact solution of the problem 
coinciding with the interval - f < x < $. Consequently, from (14) and (15), we obtain the 
following equations. 
u iv = n U, for -lxx< -3, $ <x<l; (16a) 
uiu+4u=1, for -$ <x+, (16b) 
with the boundary conditions at x = - 1, x = 1 and the conditions of continuity of u and u” at 
xc-- :, x = $, and with analytical solution 
113 -- 3x -12 qx -+x--~ 
for -1 <x< $, withu(-l)=u(-i)=O u//(-l)= -u”(-$)=&; 
u(x) = ( L 
0.25 l- 2( 
sinisinhisin x sinh x + cos&osh$cos x cash x) 
(cos 1 + cash 1) 1 
for-+<x<+ with u(-$)=u($) = t(f’( - $) = u”( +) = 0; 
--$x3+ x3x2-#x+i 
4 
t forf<x<l, with u(i) = u(l) = 0 and u”($) = --u”(l) = $. 
The numerical solutions between the intervals - 1~ x < - i and $ < x < 1 are obtained by 
taking A4 and Sl zero in the general schemes of Method 1 and Method 2 and using the fact that 
U i” = 0 at the boundaries. The general schemes are then reduced to a standard central difference 
scheme (of course with a different scheme at the boundaries). The numerical solutions are exact 
that I] E 11 = 0.195 X lo-l8 for -1 < x < - f, and ]I E II = 0.102 x lo-l8 for $ < x < 1 when 
h =- i. Further reduction in the stepsize gives almost the same results. We do not include these 
results in the table. 
In Table 1, we give the values for problem (16b) and I] E 11. The result for the second-order 
method 1 are compared with the second order method of Usmani [13] which is identical to the 
second order method based on (0,2) Pade approximant of Twizell and Tirmizi [ll]. The results 
of fourth-order method 2 are again compared with the fourth order of Usmani [13]. 
The comparison shows that Method 1 and Method 2 discussed in this paper are much better 
than the methods of Usmani [13] of order two and four respectively. It is remarked that methods 
of Twizell and Tirmize [ll] based on (1,2) and (2,3) Pad& approximants of order 2 and 4 
respectively produce the same results as ours as long as the load is constant, but the situation will 
Table 1 
Observed 11 E 11 
h 
-fi 
1 
16 
B 
B 
Second order methods Fourth order methods 
I. 
USLWUli Method 1 Usmani Method 2 
0.128 x 1O-4 0.294 x 10 - ’ 0.211 x !.o-7 0.153 x lo- * 
o.319x1o-5 o.1o3x1o-5 o.1o9x1o-8 0.280 x lo- 9 
0.796 x lO+j 0.266 x 1O-6 0.648 x 10 - lo 0.234 x lo- lo 
o.199x1o-6 0.666 x lo- 7 0.424x10-” 0.147x10-” 
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change if the load is variable. Our results given in Table 1 confirm that on halving the stepsize h, 
E I! is approximately reduced by a factor of 1/2P, where p is the order of the numerical 
method. 
The numerical calculations were done on an IBM 3033 computer at King Saud University, 
Riyadh, using double precision in order to reduce the round-off error to a minimum. 
In this paper, we studied and applied the multiderivative methods based on the Pad6 
approximants in conjunction with variational inequality for finding the numerical solution of a 
unilateral problem in elastostatics. Numerical results were also obtained for the elastic string in 
the presence of an elastic obstacle. The results so far obtained are very encouraging and we hope 
to carry on our investigation for other unilateral problems. A detailed analysis of such methods, 
both anaIytically and numerically, will constitute an immediate and interesting subject of future 
study. Pad6 approximants are relatively new methods and are alternate ways of tackling the 
unilateral problems coupled with the theory of variational inequalities. 
The author S.I.A. Tirmizi would like to thank Dr. E.H. Twizell of Brunel University, England 
for valuable suggestions and useful discussion. Thanks are also due to the Government of Punjab 
(Education Department), Pakistan, for granting (S.I.A. Tirmizi) leave for academic persuits. 
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